Geomove: Cookie Policy
Any User under the age of 13 must review this Cookie Policy with a parent or legal guardian
("referring adult") who must also validate his or her registration.
Any referring adult accepts this Cookie Policy on their own behalf and that of the child. Accept
on their behalf and that of the child.

1. General Information
The present Cookie Policy is applicable to the use of cookies made by the NGO Geomoun,
whose registered office is located at 1325 Corroy-le-Grand, Chemin de la Dîme 43, registered
with the Crossroads Bank for Enterprises under number 0472.089.102 (hereinafter
"Geomoun" or "NGO Geomoun") on its website www.geomove.net, its sub-domains and/or
files, applications, services and any other means related to information and communication
technologies (hereinafter "Website").
The Website User's cookies are collected in accordance with the provisions of this Cookie
Policy.

2. How Geomove uses cookies
What are cookies?
Cookies are small text files or small blocks of information stored on a User's browser. When
the User subsequently browses the same Website again, the data stored in the cookie can be
retrieved by the Website to notify the Website of the User's previous activity. This helps the
Website to remember information about the User's visit. The User may choose to enable or
disable cookies. Cookies do not usually contain information that personally identifies a User,
but personal information that we store may be linked to information stored in or obtained
through cookies. Further information can be found at www.allaboutcookies.org or
www.aboutcookies.org.
Purposes of the use of cookies
Geomove uses cookies to store the User's preferences on this Website as well as to show more
relevant services and offers. Cookies are also used to enable the User to navigate the Website
and to provide certain functionalities. Another use of cookies is to ensure a secure visit to the
Website. They also help us to optimise the visit to the Website for the User.

3. What information is collected?
Cookies may include clicks on particular buttons, connections or a record of the pages visited
by the User.
The Cookie Policy complies with Belgian law (Belgian Law of 10 January 2012 on various
provisions regarding electronic communications, MB 20/09/2012).

4. What types of cookies are used?
Name

Category of use

Description

Example

Strictly necessary
cookies

Security procedure

These cookies are strictly
necessary to enable the
User to move around the
Website or to provide
certain requested
functionalities.

Tracking Cookies

Preferences

These cookies remain
beyond Users' sessions.
If a cookie has a
maximum age set at 1
year, then for the
duration of that year the
initial values defined in
that cookie will be sent
to the server each time
that server is visited.
This type of cookie is
used to record an
essential element of
information such as how
a User initially came to
visit this Website.

Preferred language:
once the User has
selected his or her
preferred language, the
tracking cookie will
ensure that on a
subsequent visit the
content is presented in
the User's preferred
language.

Performance cookies

Analytics

These cookies help to
improve the
performance of the
Website in order to
provide a better
experience for the User.

Google Analytics helps
Geomoun to analyse
how Users use the
Website. It records the
number of Users and
gives information about
their overall behaviour,
such as the typical
duration of a visit or the
average number of
pages a User has seen.

Authentication, Security
and Compliance

Intended to prevent
fraud, protect data from
unauthorised third
parties, and to comply
with legal requirements.

For example, we use
cookies to determine
whether you are logged
in.

Notifications

Intended to enable or
inhibit the notification of
information or options

For example, we use a
cookie to not show you

Functionality cookies

Targeting Cookies

Advertising

that we believe may
improve your use of the
Service.

the registration notice if
you have already seen it.

Intended to make
advertising more
relevant to users and of
greater value to
advertisers.

For example, we may
use cookies to deliver
ads based on your
interests, such as ads
displayed based on your
visits to other sites, or to
tell us if you have
recently clicked on an
ad.

5. Cookie management in your browser
Some people prefer not to allow cookies. This is why browsers give the possibilité́ to manage
cookies. Please visit the websites of the different browsers to learn how to block the storage
of cookies. It is also possible to delete cookies currently installed on your computer.

6. Change in Cookie Policy
Geomoun may update this Cookie Policy at any time by publishing a new version on the
Website. It is recommandé́ for the User to check the Cookie Policy regularly.

